L. P. Savani Academy Day Boarding
Class: VIII

Month: September

Dear Parents,

This month was full of enthusiasm as it was going to be the time where student’s
commendable efforts since last six months were going to be examined and assessed
through paper pencil mode examinations (Summative Assessment-I). As students are
always dotting to prove ourselves the best in each and every task, this was the peak
time for them to boost themselves and demonstrate their abilities in the Academics too.
They enrolled themselves into the deepest study of the chapters and tried to make out
the loopholes where they thought they would fail to spot mistakes which could affect
their overall results adversely. The teachers and even the parents played an important
role to encourage them so that they can show up their knowledge and can bloom out
with flying colours and achieve their goals.

As our proud nation is a Secular country, how can one forget to celebrate the festival of
“Janmashtmi” which is well versed with the tradition of “Dahi Handi”. To show up the
God's playful and mischievous side, the students celebrated this festival by forming
human towers to reach a high-hanging pot of butter and break it.
The concept of Guru is as old as humanity itself. It is a universal concept based on the
idea of transmitting knowledge from a person, who knows something, to an ignorant
student or disciple. With this means students paid due respect on the occasion of
“Teacher’s Day” where they admired teachers whole heartedly.

We are in the verge of completing the first term and we are thrilled and excited to start
with a second half of the phase. We wish to convey due regards to all the parents for
their support and we will definitely give our best to nourish your students with more
positive sensation so that they can come up with more creative ideas and thoughts.
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